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I have seen the Gorgon
.Che erotic terror
of her helpless, big bosomed body
lay like slop
Wall-eyed, staring-the deapot to stone
her severed head swung
hie a lantern in the victor e hand
(Flore ice)
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a symbol of Being Itself of the vengeful Jehovah
and of Jesu Saviour It ib the victim of the sailors
grded and also the agent of their death and dam
nation a whited sepulchre an image of their
corrupt faith The sea is the god Poseidon, the
earth shaker and also the primitive source of life
and life itself hurt and foaled by man.
These and allied images take on new significance
in Lowell s later poems where they replace the
Catholic symbols of his early work as he strives to
achieve a more flexible resonant style which will
give object Jve validity to his vision In his mature
work the sea and water continue to symbolise life
particularly the life of the spirit Fish at times
represent the primitive violence man has loosed
upon the world but the fish is also an image of
vitality struggling against the stone and bone
cru«hmg waterfall. Monsters become grunt
ing yellow dinosaur steamshovels possessive
dragons and the Gorgon a fearsome yet
beautiful and pitiful tyrant and tyranni
cide
Lowell s use of such images is linked with his
frequent evocations of the language and imagery
of the Bible particularly the Old Testament and
the Apocalyptic books beloved of theKew England
Puritans He applies such language and imagery
to the life denying creeds of the Puritans them
selves and to all those who seek to dominate their
fellows driving in stakes to command/the
infinite and creating God the logos in then-
own, image a tyrant with bloody hands Lowell
combines such Biblical allusions with references to
Classical myths—particularly that of Perseus and
Medusa—to give his work wider significance and
fuller perspectives He uses American place
names with religious and historical associations
Mount Slon Concord Carthage, and writes of
contemporary life in terms of that of Ancient
Israel and Eome as in the following passage
where the insistent rhythm the punctuation and
feminine rhymes accentuate the image of the
clumsy military machines Irrevocably lurching
toward their shattering end
Hammering military splendor
top heavy Goliath in full armor—
little redemption In the mass
liquidations of their, brass
elephant and phalanx moving
with the times and still improving
when that kingdom hit the crash
a thousand foreskins stacked like trash
(Waking Early Sunday Morning)
In his early verse Lowell imitated the metrical
forms of Elizabethan and Jacobean poetry His
middle period was a tune of experiment the
dramatic monologues of The Mills of the Kaw
naughs are written hi more colloquial run on
couplets similar to those of Browning lafe
Siudies and For (he Union Dead contain a number
of poems in free verse His volume Near the
Ocean marks Lowell s return to stricter metrical
forms, using astanza based on four couplets which
he now deploys with the deceptive «inn of a master
His earlier experiments with style and metre and
the experience he has gamed by writing plays and
by recreating poems from Latin and other Ian
guages for the volume Imitations now enable him
to writs with vigorous simplicity and haunting
beauty
' Lost m the Near Eastern drecl
the tyrant and tyrannicide
lie like the bridegroom and the bride
the battering ram abandoned prone
beside the apeman s phallic stone
(Near the Ocean)
Although the autobiographical poems of Ltfe
Studies have been among the most widely noted of
Lowell s work his later volumes seem of more
lasting importance They express a complex
tragic vision of fife in a black classic world of
lost   connections."  We   are   all     tyrants
Mussolini was     one of us      Caligula is our
namesake and tyrannicide itself a most
arrogant form of tyranny bringing widespread
suffering and destruction
 Pity the monsterel      Pity the planet all joy
gone/from this sweet volcanic cone
LoTell s recent poems express the anguish of our
almost impossible quest for asylum peace
We are like a lot of wild/spiders crying together/
but without tears Innocence goodness and
beauty life itself are as fragile as the orange and
black/oriole s swinging nest! In For the Union
Dead he suggests we can survive only by having
the angry wrenhke vigilance which chooses
death rather than savage servility or the
security of a Hosier safe the *Eock of Ages'/that
survived the blist The ultimate test is whether
we dare become alive enough to die
Like Yeats Lowell has come to feel that we
experience innocent joy only in the creation and
contemplation of art Exploring the frightening
corners of the woodshed     he creates from its
lumber poems that give darkness some
control evoking joy even while they sing
despair
Sylvia Plath (1932-1963)
The Colossus (1960)   Artel (1965)    Faber
An American of German ancestry Sylvia Plath
was married to Ted Hughes Some of her early
poems such as Mushrooms and Sow have an
affinity with his but the most powerful influence
upon her work seems to have been the encourage
ment she received from Lowell
Like all poets she has power to-make us see the
world as if for the first time to enhance our aware
ness of life She writes of poppies wrinkly and
clear red like the firm of a mouth and bells that
soberly bong out their names Her world has
the clarity of a primitive painting but the poems
of Anel make almost intolerably painful reading
for they express the heightened vision and self
mockery the frangible control of utter hopeless
ness Their images are often grotesque and full of
menace
Dawn gikte the farmers like pigs
Swaying slightly in their thick suits
(Totem
White towers of Srmtlmeld ahead
The moon far from being a symbol of serene agape
is a face
It is
White as a knuckle and terribly upset
It drags the sea after it like a dark crime
With the 0 gape of complete despair
(The Moon and the Yew Tree}
Math s world is starkly coloured m red black
white -and the yellow of decay She combines
these images with allied symbols of energy death
and living death blood the yew moonlight the
winding sheet and the pupa Her poems are
haunted by ablack father figure the Nazi panzer
man of Daddy The power with which she
expresses her anguished vision derives partly from
the simplicity of hermetxes and verse forms which

